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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation

To stay competitive, semiconductor industries must develop and efficiently produce

new state of the art products. This requires among other things high yield processes. One

way to increase the process yield is to reduce process variability, a rather difficult task,

since semiconductor processes are not always well understood. Furthermore, processes

often drift due to equipment aging, depletion of chemicals, fluctuation in ambient condi

tions, etc. Also, process parameters often change drastically after machines have been

replaced ormaintained. The impact ofthis instability is great because semiconductor pro

cess specifications are typically pushed to the limits ofequipment capability, which cause

the process tolerance to be ofthe same order as the natural variation of the equipment.

One approach to reduce process variation is to use a supervisory system that controls

the process on areal-time basis. This is rendered possible with modern analytical and pro

cessing equipment that have the ability tointeract with computer driven controllers. These

controllers will be able to collect information, manipulate recipes and act immediately to

compensate for process drifts. This thesis describes the development and the deployment

ofsuch acontroller for aphotolithographic process sequence (Figure 1).

1.2 Thesis Organization

The control system consists of three parts. The first part, described in chapter 2, is a

monitoring system, whose goal is to collect data reliably, and economically. The second

part, described in chapter 3, is a model generation system whose goal is to generate and

update adaptive equipment models. And finally the third part, described in chapters 4 and

5, is acontroller whose goal is to improve the performance ofthe photolithographic work-

cell through systematic use of statistical process control (SPC). Chapter 6 discusses the
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automation of the supervisory control system. Chapter 7 describes the experimental

lithography set-up and presents the experimental results. Conclusions and suggestions for

future workare presented in chapter8.
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Figure 1 Schematic ofa Supervisory Control Svstem for the Lithography Workcell.
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Chapter 2 Monitoring System

2.1 Introduction

Tight process specifications can beachieved by exploiting theinterdependent parame

ters of the various photolithography steps. This can beaccomplished by applying supervi

sory control across the equipment responsible for photoresist application, exposure and

development (Figure 1) [1]. Traditionally, the photolithographic process has been moni

tored by measuring the critical dimensions (CDs) of developed photoresist patterns.

Although control charts of CDs are very useful in maintaining the overall quality of the

photolithographic sequence [2], any observed CD deviations carry the compounded effect

of several processing steps, such as spin-coat, pre-bake and post-bake, exposure, and

development.

Identification and isolation of the variability ofeach process step is necessary in order

to minimize the variability of the overall pattern transfer operation. This may be accom

plished by using SPC charts on the in-line measurements collected after the completion of

each step. In this way, several critical equipment responses may be monitored over time.

Statistically significant departures from routine operation ofearly steps may then be cor

rected by adjusting the process settings of the remaining steps. The settings of each step

may also be adjusted to correct for systematic deviations caused by equipment aging,

chemical depletion, etc.

However, a practical implementation of such a control scheme requires careful selec

tion of the parameters to bemonitored. These parameters should beeasy to measure and

convey useful information about the status of the wafer and the performance of the equip

ment. Efficient in-line measurements that will isolate the causes of process variability

must therefore be developed for each step.
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2.2 Process Inputs and Outputs

2.2.1 Process Inputs

Process inputs are the variables that affect the outcome of each photolithographic

operation. They include easily monitored and controlled equipment settings, such as spin

speed, spin time, baking temperature, baking time, exposure time, and development time.

In addition to the process inputs, there are also "noise" variables, such as ambient temper

ature, ambient humidity, photoresist viscosity, and developer concentration that affect the

outcome of processes. Since "noise" variables cannot be easily monitored, norcontrolled

onarun by run basis during production, they are not used as process inputs.

2.2.2 Typical Process Outputs

Historically, photolithography processes have been controlled just by monitoring the

CD of the developed patterns. If it was within specifications, the wafer was etched; if not,

the resist was stripped and the wafer is processed again. Sometimes, this inefficient CD

control procedure isenhanced bymonitoring the photoresist thickness. Although this is an

improvement over the first CD control algorithm, the photoresist thickness alone gives

insufficient information about the status of the photoresist.

To quantify this claim, a statistically designed experiment has been done to character

ize the CD. Varying the thickness of the photoresist, and development time, we measured

the CD of the resulting photolithography pattern and empirically modelled it using linear

regression. The model obtained is shown in Figure 2.
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a.
Summary of Fit:

R': 0.56
Average Model Prediction Error: ±0.056 urn (la)
Experimental Error: ±0.025 urn (la)

Monitoring System

95% Confidence
of Interval
of the Model

y = x

Figure 2 Verification of an Empirical CD Model that only Involves ResistThickness
and Development Time

Before looking at the summary of fit, adescription ofFigure 2 is in order. Figure 2

compares the CD model prediction to the experimentally measured CD. The reason why

the model prediction and the experimental results have not been displayed vs. the input

parameters is because the model depends on more than two input parameters, and there

fore needs more than three dimensions to be represented. Therefore, the type ofplot used

in Figure 2isused to verify the validity ofamodel that depends on more than two terms.

If the model prediction reflects the experimental data well, these will lie on the y=x

line. Therefore, since a few experimental data lie far away from the y=x line in this case,

the model prediction is inadequate. The two dotted hyperbolae represent the ±2aconfi

dence interval limits ofthe model (95% confidence ofprediction). Any point between the

two hyperbolae represents aresponse that can be explained by the model. Outliers repre-
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sent points whose behavior cannot be explained by the model. Note that the model predic

tion is more accurate in the center. The further away from the operating point we move,

the less accurate the model becomes.

Finally, the Summary ofFit shows how well the data fit the model. A perfect fit would

result in an R2 of 1.0, and the closer to 1.0 R2 is, the better the model. The model predic
tion error is also important because when compared to the experimental error, it tells us

when all the data's variations have been modelled. If the model prediction error is larger

than the experimental error, the model would be considered inadequate since it could not

account for some experimental results. Only when the model prediction error is equal or

smaller than the experimental error can we stop looking for additional terms to put in the

model, since adding more terms after reaching that threshold would not give us amore

significant model.

Therefore in this case, since 1) several points lieoutside theconfidence intervals of the

model, 2) the R is amere 0.56, and 3) the experimental error is smaller than the predic

tion error of the model, the CD model based on resist thickness and development time

only, is clearly inadequate. It is therefore necessary to include an additional process

response in the CD model: the photoactive compound (PAC) concentration in the photore

sist.

2.2.3 ProposedProcess Outputs

According to Dill [3], the photoactive compound concentration Mcan effectively

model the exposure and development of positive photoresist. Dill's models have been

incorporated in many accurate physical simulators [4] [5].

In Dill'sexposure model, the absorption of light decreases as M decreases, and in his

development model, the reaction can be approximated as asurface-limited etching reac

tion, whose rate is controlled by the degree ofexposure and therefore by M. In summary,
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the status of the photoresist can beeffectively known by monitoring M. Unfortunately, M

cannot be measured directly. Dill's method of extracting M, which consists of extracting

the resist parameters A, B, and C, is equally difficult to implement on a production line,

since it requires measuring the transmittance of the photoresist, which is done bycoating

with photoresist a glass wafer that has an index of refraction as close as possible to the

index of refraction of the photoresist in order to cancel back surface reflection.

This difficulty in measuring Mduring production leads to the development of in-line

measurements that could beused toinstead infer the value of M. Watts suggested measur

ing the absorptivity of light in the photoresist layer [6]. Unfortunately, that procedure is

also quite involved and cannot beeasily performed during production. Another alternative

is toobtain M by measuring the reflectance of the photoresist film, since the reflectance of

the photoresist is related to the film absorptivity. However, many problems arise when

measuring reflectance: because of the interference patterns of the light intensity within the

resist and within the underlying transparent layers, the reflected beam strongly depends on

the film thickness. The film thickness tends to vary during processing, since it is related to

the photoresist viscosity and to the spin-coat and bake-plate performance. A metrology for

reflectance measurements has been developed by Ling [7], that produces readings that are

sensitive to changes in M, yet immune to the effects ofthickness variation. Although some

of the assumptions underlying Ling's metrology are weak, the incorporation of peak

reflectance into the equipment models produces abetter empirical CD model, as shown in
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Figure 3. Therefore, while a better metrology for inferring Mis being investigated, Ling's

metrology is currently used in thephotolithography process controller.
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Figure 3 Verification ofan Empirical CD Model that Incorporates Peak Reflectance in
addition to Resist Thickness and Development Time

In Ling's metrology, the peak reflectance thatoccurs between X= 380 nm and450 nm

is the monitored parameter (Figure 4), since itis relatively insensitive to interference pat

terns generated by the different indices of refraction of the various films. The peak reflec

tance depends on three parameters: oxide thickness; resist thickness; and the wavelength

at which measurements are made. The weak assumption in Ling's metrology is that it

assumes the A and B parameters of the photoresist are relatively constant over various

wavelengths, which isnot true. In the case ofthe KTI 820 positive photoresist, Bhappens

to be relatively constant over the range ofwavelengths considered, but the Aparameter

varies significantly with wavelength. Therefore a more correct metrology for measuring
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peak reflectance, or more generally, forinferring M will be investigated. Meanwhile how

ever, Ling's metrology will be used.

The peak reflectance is calculated and plotted as a function of photoresist thickness

and wavelength X, while keeping the oxide thickness fixed (Figure 5). From this contour

plot, the wavelength atwhich reflectance peaks, X^, can determined. And hence peak

reflectance is measured.
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Figure 4 Reflectance ofan unexposed Resist-Qxide-Si Wafer vs. Probing Light
Wavelength

2.3 Metrology

In summary, the measurement procedure is as follows:

7. Before coating the waferwith photoresist, measure the oxidethickness.

2. Process the wafer and measure the photoresist thickness.

3. Using the contour plot ofreflectance vs. Xand resist thickness, that corresponds to the
measured oxide thickness, determine Xmax and measure the peak reflectance at that
wavelength. Then measure the reflectance at two other wavelengths, A,max +5 nm and
Xmax - 5 nm.
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4. At this point, three reflectance measurements have been made. They correspond to the
reflectances measured at the three wavelengths X^ - 5 nm, A,max, A^^ +5 nm. Fit a
parabola through those three readings, (A^ -5nm, Ref^), (X^, Refl2), (A™ax +5
nm, Refl3), and determine the maximum reflectance of the air-photoresist-oxide-Si sys
tem from the maximum of the parabola.

0.380 0.385 0.390 0.395 0.400 0.405 0.410 0.415 0.42C

Wavelength

.Figure 5 Contour plot of photoresist reflectance vs. photoresist thickness and probing
light wavelength, with a fixed oxide thickness of 1190 A
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A potential problem of Ling'smetrology is that themeasurements expose thephotore

sist, since peak reflectance measurements are made at wavelengths where the resist is sen

sitive. This raises the question of the optimum probing duration. Ononehand, it should be

made as short as possible, so that the photoresist will be minimally exposed. Experimental

results show, however, that very short probing times result in poor replication. This is

clearly demonstrated by Figure 6, where the probing time was 0.1 second.

If, on the other hand, probing times are too long, themeasurements would be consis

tent, but the photoresist would get exposed. Figure 7 demonstrates this with repeated

probing with pulses of 1.0 second.

Therefore, the objective should be toget measurements as reliably as possible, without

exposing the resist too much. We have determined experimentally that bysetting the prob

ing time to 1.0 second, the photoresist does not get exposed significantly if less than four

measurements are made. Yet the measurements will be quite consistent and reliable to
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within ±1%. For the case of photoresist on silicon, we found that 0.7 second was suffi

cient, since the measurements are less noisy (±0.7%.)
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2.4 Choosing theRange of the Probing Wavelength

The photospectrometer in the Berkeley Microfabrication Laboratory does not return

any reflectance reading for wavelengths below 365 nm. Above that threshold wavelength,

there is a region between 365 nm and 380 nm, where the reflectance reading is reliable

only within ±5 %. Above 380 nm, the measurements become more stable. Note that this

limitation is purely related to this equipment.

Since we are developing a response surface model for the change in peak reflectance

after exposure, the resist must have different peak reflectances before and after exposure.

For the KIT 820 photoresist, the absorbance, and therefore the peak reflectance, has such

property only between X= 306 nm and X= 450 nm (Figure 8). Above 450nm, the absor

bance isnot a function ofexposure. Therefore, we cannot use M, and thus peak reflec

tance, beyond 450 nm to characterize the chemical status ofthe photoresist.Taking the
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intersection of both regions, the range of useful probing wavelengths is therefore between

380 nm and 450 nm.

KTI 820 Positive Photoresist (1.00u. film thickness)
Thin Film Bleaching Curve

0.000

250.0 350.0 450.0

Wavelength nm

Bleached (1200mj)
Unbleached

550.0 650.0

Figure 8 KTI 820 Bleaching Curve IT01

2.5 Summary

We have shown in this chapter that resist thickness and development time measure

ments complemented with peak reflectance measurements model CDs more accurately

than resist thickness and development time measurements alone. Although the peak

reflectance metrology isbased on weak assumptions, it provides additional information on

the status of the photoresist, not available through simple resist thickness measurements.

Adetailed analysis of the metrology has been done and aprocedure to collect data reliably

and consistently has been developed. Therefore, while an improved reflectance metrology

is being investigated, the present metrology will be used by the model generation system,

which will be described next.
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Chapter 3 Model Generation System

3.1 Introduction

Reliable equipment models are a critical component of the supervisory control sys

tem. They help to determine when aprocess isin orout ofstatistical control, and help gen

erate feedback and feed-forward recipe corrections. Ideally physical models should be

used since they are valid over a wide process range; but since their outputs are not easily

measurable parameters and since their accuracy around the operating point is inadequate

for manufacturing purposes, they are replaced by empirical equipment models. Numerous

approaches can be used to create reliable empirical equipment models, most notably

Response Surface Modeling (RSM) [11][12]. These approaches are rigorous and well

understood.

3.2 Experimental Design

To develop a statistically designed experiment, we must decide which process inputs

and responses should be monitored (Figure 9). The input factors are easy to choose: they

are the control settings of the machines. So for the spin-coat and bake machine, the input

factors are the spin speed ofthe chuck, the spin time, the soft-bake plate temperature, and

the soft-bake time, while the responses are photoresist thickness and peak reflectance. The

choice ofthese responses and the metrology have been discussed in chapter 2.

For the stepper, the input factors are the two outputs of the spin-coat and bake

machine, the exposure dose, which isregulated by the exposure time, (the light intensity is

fixed by the lamp) and the focus. The response ofthe stepper is the change in peak reflec

tance, i.e, the difference between the resist reflectance after exposure and before expo-

sure.The difference in peak reflectance is also a measure of the intensity of the latent
image.
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For the developer, the input factors are the resist peak reflectance after exposure, the

photoresist thickness and the development time. The response of the developer is the CD

of the photoresist patterns.
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Figure 9 Inputs and Outputs of the Photolithographic Supervisory Controller

3.2.1 Empirical Model Generation for the Spin-Coat and Bake Equipment

The wafer processing system has four inputs and two outputs as described previously.

Therefore, to develop a full factorial experiment, 16 experiments are needed. These must

be augmented by additional replicated experiments at the operating point. The experimen

tal settings are shown in TABLE 1.

Input Factors Lower
Setting (-)

Standard
Setting (0)

Higher
Setting (+)

Spin Speed 3600 RPM 4600 RPM 5600 RPM

Spin Time 15 sec 30 sec 90 sec

Soft-Bake Temperature 105 °C 120 °C 135 °C

Soft-Bake Time 20 sec 60 sec 100 sec

TABLE 1 Range ofmodeling experiment for the spin-coat and bake equipment.

The runs are summarized in TABLE 2. The actual order of execution has been ran

domized to avoid any blocking effects [11], which occur when similar experiments are

executed within a short time span. This causes the results to be more homogeneous than
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they would have been, had they been executed further apart in time, and therefore causes

the actual equipment replication error to be underestimated.

Experiment # Spin Speed Spin Time Baking Temp Baking Time

1 — — — —

2 -*- — — —

3 — -h — —

4 -+- H- — —

5 — — •+• —

6 H- — -»- —

7 — H- -»- —

8 -h H- H- —

9 — — — -h

10 -h — — -«-

11 — •+• — -H

12 H- H- — -h

13 — — -h -h

14 -H — -h -*-

15 — H- •+• -*-

16 H- H- H- H-

17 0 0 0 0

18 0 0 0 0

19 0 0 0 0

20 0 0 0 0

TABLE 2 Full-factorial experimental design for the spin-coat and bake equipment

These experimental designs provide a framework from which linear models, with

interaction terms, can be developed for the photoresist thickness and peak reflectance. The

following peak reflectance model has been developed using step-wise regression [13]:

R = 134.4 -0.046SPS+0.32SPT-0.17BTE +0.023BTI (1)
-4.34 •10"5 (SPS •SPT) +(5.19 •10~5) (SPS •BTE) - (1.07 •10'3) (SPT •BTE)
- (4.11 •10"4) (SPT- BTI) +(5.15 •10~6) (SPS)2

where Risthe resist reflectance in %, SPS is the spin speed in RPM, SPT is the spin time

in seconds, BTE is the soft-baking temperature in °C, and BTI is the baking time in sec-
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onds. The peak reflectance model predicts the mean response of the spin-coat and bake

equipment with aone-sigma prediction error of ±0.6 %. The actual measured response of

the equipment will vary around the mean value with a one-sigma replication error of

±1.96 %.

The Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) table [11] for the reflectance model is shown in

TABLE 3. A measure of the overall variation of the data can be obtained by the sum of

squares of the data. A property of the sum of squares is that it is additive, i.e, the sum of

squares about the model and the sum of squares about the residuals add upto thetotal sum

of squares of the data. Therefore, since the sum of squares about the model isalmost as big

as that about the total data, the model accounts for most of the data's variations. The resid

ual sum of squares corresponds to the part that isunaccountable by the model and is there

fore attributed to experimental error. Among the residuals, we can further distinguish two

types of error, if replicate runs have been done. The sum of squares attributed to the "lack

of fit" corresponds to the discrepancies among results obtained from replicated runs. That

error corresponds to the lower limit of the total error, and corresponds to theinherent vari

ation of the process. The rest of the residuals corresponds to all other causes of error, such

as, forexample, operator error.

Another important criterion found in an ANOVA table is the F-ratio of the model,

which is the ratio of the mean square of the variation explained bymodel over the mean

square of the residuals. The mean square ofaterm isequal to the sum of squares about that

term divided bythe degrees of freedom used bythat term. Assuming the residuals are ran

dom and normally distributed around zero, if the model was not significant, i.e, if it does

not represent the data well, the F-ratio of the model would follow an F distribution with 9

and 6degrees of freedom. These corresponds to the degrees of freedom used bythe model

and by the residuals, respectively (Figure 10). The area under this curve, to the right ofthe

observed ratio 10.08, is the significance level for the hypothesis that the model is not sig-
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nificant. Since the significance level of the hypothesis that the model is insignificant is a

mere 0.5%, we conclude that themodel is indeed significant.

0.5% point

2 4 6 8

Figure 10 Observed value of an F-ratio of 10.08 in relation to an F distribution with

9 and 6 degrees of freedom, (for Peak Reflectance Models

Finally, the adjusted R2 is another parameter which measures the fraction ofthe total

variation in the data accounted for by the model. The closer the adjusted R2 isto 1, the bet

ter the model fits the data. Since the adjusted R2 obtained for the peak reflectance model is

0.897, it only confirms furthermore that our peak reflectance model is significant. The

adjusted R is avariant ofthe typical R2, in the sense that it takes into account how many

degrees of freedom have been used by the model. The fewer degrees of freedom used by

the model, while keeping the model significant, the higher the adjusted R2. A scatterplot

of the resist reflectance values predicted by the model versus the corresponding experi

mental values is given in Figure 11. Here, the closer the experimental data are to the y=x

line, the more accurate themodel prediction is.

10 12
—r

14
—r

16

Source Degrees of Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Ratio Significance
Freedom

Total

Model

Residual

Lack of Fit

Error

15

9

6

4

2

3723010

3491988

231022

196564

34458

248201

387999

38504

49141

17229

10.08 0.005

Adjusted R2 =0.897

TABLE 3 ANOVA table for the reflectance model of the spin-coat and bake equipment.
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The thickness model has also been developed using linear step-wise regression at first,

but the fit was very poor. In order toimprove the fit, weused linear regression on non-lin

ear transformations of the input parameters. These non-linear transformations were

derived from residual analysis of each input parameter. And the model we arrived atis:

T=-13814+2^+i^^-378BTI-0.28SPT-^^ <2>
Jsps bteVsps SPS

This model predicts the mean response of thespin-coat and bake machine with a one-

sigma prediction error of±30A. The actual measured response ofthe equipment will vary

around the mean value with aone sigma replication error of ±68A. The ANOVA table for

the thickness model is shown in TABLE 4. The F-test shows that this model is highly sig

nificant, since the probability that F(5,13) >1466 isextremely low (2e-17) [13]. A scatter-

plot of the resist thickness values predicted by the model versus the corresponding

experimental values is given in Figure 11.

Source Degrees of Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Ratio Significance
Freedom

Total 18 34016040 1889780

Regression 5 33955810 6791162 1466.00 0.000

Residual 13 60231 4633

Lack of Fit 11 59642 5422

Error 2 589 294

Adjusted R2 =0.998

TABLE 4 ANOVA table for the thickness model ofthe spin-coat and bake equipment.
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Adjusted R2 =0.998
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Figure 11 Thickness and Reflectance Model Verifications for the Spin Coat and Bake

Station

3.22 Stepper

The stepper has four inputs and one output. As noted earlier, the stepper affects only

the peak reflectance of the photoresist, not the thickness. The four input factors are: the

resist thickness and peak reflectance at the output of the spin-coat and bake machine, the

focus and the exposure time. The last two inputs can be directly controlled on the stepper.

Therefore, todevelop afull factorial experiment, 16 experiments are needed, inaddition to

a few replicated runs at the normal operating point. The experimental settings are shown

in TABLE 5.

Input Factors Low

Setting (-)
Standard
Setting (0)

High
Setting (+)

Input Reflectance 36% 40% 44%

Input Thickness 11500Ang 12300Ang 13200Ang

Exposure Time (Dose) 0.67 sec 0.77 sec 0.87 sec

Defocus -8p.m 0 +8|Lim

TABLE 5 Experimental Range for the Stepper.
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The experimental runs have also been randomly executed to avoid time dependent

blocking effects. The stepper model has been developed using step-wise regression [13].

Notice that the defocus did not have any significant effect on the incremental reflectance

within ourexperimental range.

ARout = 4808-850Rin - 945Tin +767Din+ 1134 (Din •Tin) (13)

This model predicts the change in peak reflectance after exposure with aone sigma

prediction error of ±0.3%. The actual measured response of the equipment will vary

around the meanvalue with a one-sigma replication error of ±1.08 %. The ANOVA table

for the stepper model is shown in TABLE 6. The F-test shows that this model is highly

significant. A scatterplot of the values predicted by the model versus the corresponding

experimental valuesis given in Figure 12.

Source

o

0)

<

1
13

DF Sumof Squares Mean Square F-Ratio Significance

o

Total 18 3371107

Regression 4 3207582

Residual 14 163525

Adjusted R2 =0.938

TABLE 6 ANOVA table for the reflectance model of the stepper.
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801895

11680
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Experimental AReflectance (1/10,000)

Figure 12 Verification of the stepper model.

68.65 0.000
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3.2.3 Developer

The developer has three inputs and one output. The three input factors are: theresist

thickness after spin-coat and bake, the resist peak reflectance after exposure and thedevel

opment time. Only the last one is direcdy controllable on thedeveloper. The output is the

CD of the photoresist pattern. The slope of the developed patterns is potentially another

output parameter, but it is unfortunately noteasily measurable. Therefore, to develop a full

factorial set, we must run 8 experiments, and a few more experiments at the operating

point. The range of this experiment is shown in TABLE 7.

Input Factors
Low

Setting (-)
Standard

Setting (0)
High
Setting (+)

Input Reflectance 75% 84% 89%

Input Thickness 11500 A 12300 A 13200 A

Development Time 40 sec 60 sec 90 sec

TABLE 7 Modeling experiment for thedeveloper.

The 8 runs have been randomized to avoid blocking effects. The CD model has been

developed using step-wise regression [13], and the modelis:

CD = 8.86 - 0.076Rin - 0.00075Tin + 0.00000375 •Tin • Devtime

*-6 ,-8>+ 8.95 • 10 ° (Rin •Tin) - (4.27 • 10"5) (Tin •Rin •Devtime)

This CD model predicts the mean response of the stepper with aone-sigma prediction

error of ±0.025 |im.The actual measured response of the equipment will vary around the

mean value with a one sigma replication error of ±0.025 nm. The ANOVA table for the

critical dimension model is shown inTABLE 8. A scatterplot of the resist critical dimen

sion values predicted by the model versus the corresponding experimental values is given

in Figure 13.
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Source

Total

Regression

Residual
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DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Ratio Significance

10

5

5

0.063753

0.060517

0.003237

0.012103

0.000647

18.70 0.003

Adjusted R2 =0.949

TABLE 8 ANOVA table for thedeveloper model
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Figure 13 Verification of the developer model.

3.3 Summary

Reliable empirical response surface models have been developed for all three photoli

thography machines. They have been developed using step-wise regression and are fully

characterized through statistical analysis. They have been proven to represent the whole

lithography sequence quite accurately, and are robust enough to serve our supervisory
control system. This system is described next.
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Chapter 4 Feedback Control System

4.1 Introduction and Background

Acontrol system can improve the reliability and the accuracy ofequipment without

significandy increasing its cost; furthermore, by allowing the same equipment to be used

for tasks that need higher accuracy, the control system could also postpone costly hard

ware upgrades. Such a system would include feedback and feed-forward control. This

chapter describes a feedback control algorithm and the next one describes a feed-forward

control algorithm. Although both control algorithms are generic and can therefore be

applied to any semiconductor manufacturing sequence, both have been applied in this case

to a lithography sequence.

The primary task of the feedback control mechanism is to adjust the process to bring

the output response back on target. In addition, the feedback control mechanism must be

able to foretell upcoming needs for preventive maintenance, and to correctly identify

uncontrollable situations that require human intervention. Although heuristic algorithms

for control have been reported in the semiconductor industry [15], we have chosen to base

our approach on formal statistical methods. Statistically based algorithms offer several

advantages over heuristic approaches, since they can be adapted to alarge number of pro

cesses and, once in place, are robust enough to be useful in an actual manufacturing envi

ronment.

Several attempts have already been made to formalize this procedure, including the

MIT run-by-run Controller [16] and Ultramax™ [17], acommercial package for sequen

tial process optimization and process control.

The current version of the MIT Run-by-Run Controller allows the control of one pro

cess parameter by adaptively changing the constant term ofa linear process model [16],
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although recent reports talk about more general model adaptation and multivariate appli

cations. Ultramax is a commercially available software [17] that can handle multiple

inputs and outputs. Although the details of its operation are proprietary, Ultramax uses a

variant of the evolutionary operation algorithm (EVOP) [12] to find the optimum operat

ing point. Ultramax offers the significant advantage that no prior model of the process is

required; however, it does require continuous changes on the process in order to derive

such a model. The control algorithm presented here, on the other hand, has the additional

advantages that it offers multivariate control and complex adaptation of non-linear mod

els,without introducing extraneous variance in the process.

The goal is to improve the overall capability ofphotolithographic pattern transfer by

applying feedback control on the photolithographic sequence. Towards that objective, our

general control methodology consists of three components: the monitoring of several crit

ical process parameters, as discussed in chapter 2; the creation ofadaptive response sur

face models, as discussed in chapter 3; and finally the detection and compensation ofany

systematic process disturbances, which will be discussed below.

4.2 Detection of Process Disturbances

Disturbances can be classified into two main types. The first one manifests itself

through sudden significant changes in the process output. This clearly indicates the pres

ence ofa problem that needs to be corrected by an operator. This type ofdisturbance trig

gers what we call malfunction alarms. The second type ofdisturbance manifests itself asa

systematic process drift, which can be corrected by an appropriate recipe change. This

type of disturbance triggers what we call control alarms. The two types of alarm are

described next.
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42.1 Malfunction Alarms

Malfunction alarms are needed toidentify conditions which require operator attention.

These are cases where the variation of a monitored parameter increases, or when we

encounter sudden changes that are not consistent enough to be compensated by recipe

adjustments. Finally, a malfunction alarm is also generated if the change cannot be com

pensated unless one (or more) of the controlling parameters moves beyond its acceptable

range.

These conditions can be identified with the application of a special SPC scheme that

can accommodate multiple parameters (as several process parameters are being moni

tored). This scheme must be able to ignore intentional changes in equipment settings such

as those that might occur due to control algorithms. Such a SPC scheme has been devel

oped using acombination ofthe Regression Chart [22] and Hotelling's T2 statistic [23].

Using this scheme, malfunction alarms are generated in two stages: first, we use the

response surface models to predict the new measurements. Then, we plot the difference

between the reading and the model prediction. When the process is under statistical con

trol, thisdifference is a random number with a known mean andvariance. Thisvariance is

calculated using the prediction error of themodel, as well as the observed variation of the

equipment. The method is described for univariate regression models in [22] and it has

been generalized for multivariable response surface models in [24].

After the prediction errors and their variances and covariances are calculated, the mul

tiple responses are merged together using the T2 statistic. This statistic is plotted on asin

gle-sided control chart whose upper control limit (UCL) can be formally set at the desired

probability of erroneously stopping a good process, by using the X2 distribution. If this

limit is exceeded, the automated control system stops and a human operator investigates
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the malfunction, the same way the operator would have investigated atraditional SPC out

of controlcondition (Figure 14).

Alarm Alarm

T

20 30 40
Wafer Number

Figure 14 Malfunction alarm generation.

a = 0.27%

>UCL

4.22 Control Alarms

Control alarms are needed to identify process drifts that can be compensated by appro

priate recipe changes. These drifts and disturbances are detected by means ofamultivari

ate cumulative sum (CUSUM) scheme that is very efficient at identifying small, consistent

changes, while ignoring oudiers that are notuseful for feedback corrections.

This alarm generation is based on the multivariate CUSUM scheme described by Cro

sier [25]. Crosier's scheme forms aCUSUM vector directly from the experimental data.

This vector is then used inconjunction with the baseline covariance matrix which is calcu

lated from historical data obtained when the equipment is known to be in control, to yield

an alarm indicator. The sensitivity ofthe alarm depends purely on the upper control limit

ofthat alarm indicator, and can be adjusted for the desired probability ofstopping errone
ously a good process.
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As in any CUSUM scheme, the multivariate scheme discussed here is based on com

paring the parameter readings against a target. However, since a process might not beable

toreturn to its ideal target, a comparison between the experimental results against the ideal

targets would generate control alarms too often. The comparison of theexperimental data

to the model predictions, on the other hand, will properly generate an alarm only if the

updated models do not represent the experimental data well. Since this is exactly what is

desired, the control alarm is then set offonly when the model inadequately represents the

data. Figure 15 depicts the generation ofcontrol alarms during the feedback experiment

that will be described in chapter7.
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Figure 15 Control alarm generation.
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4.3 Algorithm for Adaptively Updating Equipment Models

Although the original RSM models obtained from off-line factorial experiments offer

a comprehensive representation of the process, they are unable to describe the process

over a period of time, since equipment age, components are replaced, and incoming mate

rials change. Thus, it is important to be able toadapt these models to the current status of
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the process. In our control methodology, adaptation occurs every time acontrol alarm is

issued, since that is when the original RSM model does not represent the equipment accu

rately anymore. Since the additional data that wehave at our disposal do not come from an

off-line controlled experiment, the method used for this update is important.

Since the machine is continuously changing over time, the model is updated according

to an exponential weighting scheme that attributes more importance to recent groups of

observations and less importance to older ones. For this weighting scheme, agroup of

observations is defined as aset of data that has been obtained under the same recipe; in

other words, groups ofobservations are delimited bycontrol alarms.

So, once acontrol alarm is generated, the model updating scheme calculates the devia

tions of the experimental results from the original RSM model, and generates acorrection

model using linear regression to model these deviations. Then, this correction model is

added onto the original model to generate the updated model. Mathematically, this algo

rithm is summarized as follows:

fupdated (x) = foriginal (x) +Afcorr (x) (1)

where x is the vector of the process settings, fupdated is the updated model and thus cur-

rendy the most accurate model, foriginal is the model obtained from the original off-line fac

torial design of experiments, and AW (x) is the correction model. Subsequently, the

current model will be adaptively updated to reflect the new status of the process.

The correction model is supported by the additional experimental data obtained during

the normal operation of the process. To make the new model adapt to the more recent state

of the process, we fit the correction model while incorporating a forgetting factor that

gives more weight to therecent groups ofobservations. The correction model is obtained

by aweighted least square minimization process, summarized by the following equation:
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n

min £ W(i) [Afcorr (Xj) - (y. - foriginal (Xj) )]2 (2)
i = 0

where w(i) corresponds to the weight of the i-th group of data, n is the total number of

groups ofobservations, X[ corresponds to the input vector of the i-th group, y. to the out

put vector of the i-th group of data, and foriginal and Afcorr are defined previously. The

weighting factor w(i) is set to be w1, with the value for w chosen between 0 and 1.

Whether w(i) should be kept constant or varying has not been investigated yet, and is

part of future work. If the process is susceptible to slow, continuous drifts, old batches of

data are still quite relevant, and the appropriate value ofwischosen very close to 1. If, on

the other hand, the process is susceptible to abrupt step changes, old data are not very rel

evant, and a small value of w should be chosen.

This model updating scheme allows updating any orall model coefficients, if new

coefficients can be supported by new groups ofobservations. More specifically, immedi

ately after the first group ofobservations is collected, the correction model consists ofjust

a constant term. After the recipe is changed and the second group of observations is col

lected, the two data sets can support amaximum of two terms. So now, the constant term

plus one of the first order terms can be evaluated in the correction model. With morereci

pes and more groups ofobservations, more complex correction models can be supported,

the highest complexity being limited by the maximum number of"relevant" groups of

observations given the forgetting scheme described above. In order to automate the gener

ation of the optimal correction model, we use step-wise regression that is set to select the

model with the highest adjusted R2 whose terms are significant at the 5% level [12].

4.3.1 Automated Recipe Generation

Once the original response surface model has been updated with the addition of acor

rection model, anew recipe is generated to bring all process responses back on target.

However sometimes, this is not possible because some ofthese output responses are corre-
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lated. Therefore, a compromise recipe that brings each ofthe responses as close as possi

ble back on target must be reached. Such a compromise recipe isobtained by minimizing

the deviations of the model predicted responses from their targets. The optimum equip

ment setting is found by minimizing that objective function while observing the con

straints that limit each of the process settings to a certain range. For small problems, this

minimization problem can be solved using an exhaustive search. Larger problems can be

solved with the application of a constraint minimization method [28].

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented an algorithm for the implementation of feedback

control on a semiconductor manufacturing step (Figure 16). The feedback control algo

rithm is based on the formal generation of malfunction and control alarms, and on an

adaptive model updating strategy. This algorithm has been implemented on various

machines in the Berkeley Micro-fabrication Laboratory and experimental results, presented

in chapter 7, show that process responses can be significantly improved by applying this

control algorithm.
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Figure 16 Schematic representation of the feedback procedure.
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Chapter 5 Feed-Forward Control System

5.1 Introduction

The feed-forward controller complements the feedback controller which centers the

process mean back on target, byreducing the process variability. It achieves this task by

monitoring and compensating for the variability that wafers inherit from past process

steps. Relying on accurate equipment models, the feed-forward controller implements the

corrective action by generating a new recipe for a downstream process step, so that the

final properties of thewafer are within specifications.

5.2 Feed-Forward Control Alarm Generation

Before applying feed-forward control on an equipment, a criterion that decides

whether feed-forward correction is possible must be developed [1]. Ifthe corrected output

is predicted to be within process specifications, then feed-forward control is activated; if

not, the photoresist is stripped and the wafer is sent back to the wafer track to be coated

again.

Aprocess target and its tolerance are defined by a lower specification limit (LSL) and

an upper specification limit (USL). The following statistical test is then used to decide

whether or not toprocess the wafer with the standard recipe:

LSL +Z6G<Y±3apred<USL-Z5o (3)

where Yis the predicted output according to the equipment model, opred is the prediction

error of the empirical equipment model, 8 is the acceptable yield loss, a is the replication

error of the controlled equipment, and Z§ is the probability of stopping a good process,

given an accepted maximum yield loss. If, with standard recipe settings, the predicted out

put falls between the limits set in Eq.(3), no feed-forward action is taken. If it falls outside
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these control limits, then feed-forward action is activated. The feed-forward compensa

tion, however, is only implemented if the new recipe falls within the range of acceptable

recipes. Ifnot, then the controller sends the wafer back tobe stripped and re-coated.

5.3 Feed-Forward Control Methodology

Before processing the wafer on an equipment, the feed-forward controller predicts first

whether ornot the wafer will meet specifications ifrun atnormal settings. If itdoesn't, the

feed-forward controller looks for the next step that is dependent on the present step, and

adjusts the input settings of that machine downstream in the process sequence to correct

for the shortcomings of the present equipment that has gone outof specifications. The

feed-forward controller therefore treats wafers on a run-by-run basis.

SPIN COAT
&BAKE

T & R MEAS.

STEPPER

T

CALCULATES
CORRECT DOSE j

/ STEPPER ^ ^/CALCULATESl\
*V MODEL J VCORRECT DOSEJ

(UPDATE A
RECIPE J

Figure 17 Example ofthe feed-forward control procedure applied to a stepper.

More specifically, the feed-forward procedure starts by measuring the characteristics

of the incoming wafer. The controller then evaluates these measurements and decides

whether to activate feed-forward control or not. Ifitdoes, a new recipe designed specifi

cally to bring that wafer under control is generated for the process. This isaccomplished

using equipment models that have been obtained previously either from adesigned exper

iment orfrom an in-line modeling experiment. Then the wafer isprocessed under that new
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recipe. Once the process is finished, the wafer parameters are inspected again to verify

that theequipment model for thepresent equipment is still accurate. If it is not, feedback

control will be activated to update the present equipment model. Note thatfeedback con

trol plays a crucial role in feed-forward control, since feed-forward control is based on

equipment models whose accuracy is solely dependent on feedback control. To function

efficiendy, both controllers must therefore be tightly coupled to each other.

Applied to the stepper, forexample, the feed-forward algorithm works as follows: the

thickness and the peak reflectance of the photoresist layer are measured before exposure.

At this point the feed-forward controller evaluates the measurementsand recommends an

exposure recipe. If the measurements show that the wafer parameters were exactly on tar

get, the standard recipe will be used. If, however, the parameters are not on target, then a

new recipe will be generated, using the current stepper model. After exposure, the status

ofthe resist is inspected again, and the measurements are compared with the model pre

diction. If a statistically significant discrepancy is found, we conclude that the model does

not represent the process well anymore. This results in a control alarm and the feedback

controller updates the stepper model to adapt to the new state ofthe process.

5.4 Automated Recipe Generation

The feed-forward controller tries to optimize the setting for each individual wafer by

generating, if needed, a new recipe for each wafer. This reduces significantly the variabil

ity due to all previous process steps. The recipe generation has been totally automated for

photolithography machines in the Berkeley Microfabrication Laboratory. For example,

after the photoresist has been applied onto the wafer, its parameters are measured and

evaluated by the feed-forward controller, using the stepper model. If they lie beyond the

control limits, the feed-forward controller solves for the exposure time that would bring

the peak reflectance back on target, and the wafer is exposed using this new exposure

time.
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5.5 Summary

A robust feed-forward control system based on accurate equipment models and SPC

has been implemented for the lithography sequence. The control system uses SPC to

reduce process variability and to bring the process back on target on a run-by-run basis.

The limitations of the feed-forward controller depend on the accuracy of the equipment

models which are adaptively updated by the feedback controller. When the feedback con

troller performs well, the feed-forward controller is highly successful in reducing process

variability and incentering the process back on target, as will be shown inchapter 7.
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Chapter 6 Automation of the Supervisory Control System

The supervisory control system described in this work is fully automated using the

Work-in-Progress management system developed byDr. Hegarty [29].

After the measurements are extracted using a photospectrometer, they are uploaded

into a database via an interface program called Nanotalk [31]. Once inside the database,

the measurements are manipulated using the Berkeley Process Flow Language (BPFL)

[29]. First, a program extracts output responses from the measurements, screens them for

oudiers and calculates relevant statistics about them.

Next, the output responses are sent to astatistical package which automatically gener

ates relevant alarms and adaptively updates equipment models using the Berkeley Interac

tive Statistical System (BLSS) [30]. The model update algorithms use the step-wise

regression algorithm in BLSS and return the model that reaches the highest adjusted R2.

Finally, the Han-Powell non-linear optimizer [28] generates new process recipes to bring

the process back incontrol, using these updated equipment models.

In summary, the lithography controller is fully automated using robust public domain

software developed at UC Berkeley. Next, we will describe experimental implementations

of the control algorithms discussed in this report. These experimental implementations

have been performed in the Berkeley Microfabrication Laboratory.
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Chapter 7 Experimental Results

7.1 Description of the Experimental Set-Up

7.1.1 Test Pattern Design and Fabrication

To obtain reliable readings, the locations where measurements are taken must be care

fully chosen. The photoactive compound concentration (PAC) isgenerally not dependent

on position, but the resist thickness is radially dependent onposition. As deposited on our

wafer track, the photoresist is thicker in the middle of the wafer and thinner at the edges

[14]. Therefore, to obtain repeatable thickness measurements, measurements are taken at

positions 1, 2, 3, and 4, since they lie on the same radius; and to make measurements even

more repeatable, these exact same locations will beused forallmeasurements. A test pat

tern was designed for this purpose and is shown below in .

raHMI Oxideon Si.

Figure 18 Pattern used for test wafers.

Bare Si.
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To obtain such a pattern, we performed the following processes. First, we grew 1000

A of thermal oxide on Si wafers. Our samples included arandom mixture ofboth <111>

and <110> wafers. These wafers were spin-coated with apositive photoresist (KTI 820) at

4600 RPM for 30 sec, soft-baked at 120°C for 60 sec, and exposed with a Mine stepper

using the mask shown in Figure 19. Then we post-baked the wafers at 120°C for 60 sec,

and developed the pattern. This procedure results inawafer patterned as in .

Figure 19 Mask for the wafer test pattern.

Before producing resist patterns in order to measure CDs, all wafers have to be RCA

cleaned and dehydrated in aconvection oven for 30 mins. The RCA cleaning procedure

involves fully immersing the wafers for 10 minutes in a piranha sink, and then rinsing

them in DI water for around 15 minutes, until thecleanliness of the DI water exceeds 10

MQ-cm. Finally, the wafers are dried in aspin-dryer.

Next, we go through the whole lithography sequence to pattern the squares covered

with oxide with lines in order to measure CDs. We develop the pattern shown in Figure 20

inside each square. These line patterns contain different sets of linewidths (d =1|im, 2

u.m, 3 ^m, 4 p.m, and 5 nm), and each set has three different pitches (Figure 20). One set

of line pattern has apitch 4 times the linewidth, another has apitch 3 times the linewidth,

and another has apitch twice the linewidth. The choice of using which set of line pattern

in our standardized metrology depends on the quality of the photospectrometer and the
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capability of the stepper. After investigating all sets of line patterns for maximummea

surement reliability, we chose to measure the3 Jim linewidth pattern that has a pitch twice

the linewidth.

This concludes the description of the lithography process we intend to control. Next,

we will describe the equipment usedin each process.

III Mill
3d 2d d

Figure 20 Mask for measuring CDs.

7.12 The Spin-Coat and Bake Equipment

The first equipment in the lithography sequence is the EATON LSI 45/60Wafer Pro

cessing System and it is designed to spin-coat and bake 4" wafers. It consists of a chuck

that can spin wafers at different speeds, a photoresist dispenser, a hot baking plate, and a

cold plate. The duration of each step can be controlled in increments of one second by an

internal computer. The wafers are loaded into the equipment in acassette containing up to

24 wafers and are processed individually oneafter another.

During the coating operation, the wafer is held to the chuck by avacuum. The spin

speed of the chuck can be set from 0 to a maximum of 7000 RPM, in increments of 100

RPM. The chuck actual spin speed is within 20 RPM of the set value. The photoresist

dispenser can be moved so that it can dispense the resist at any radial position on the

wafer. Throughout ourexperiment, we dispense the resist at the center of the wafer. The

hot bake plate can be programmed in increments of 1°C, but the actual temperature iskept

within ±2 °C ofthe set value. This limited temperature control turned out to be amajor
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cause ofexperimental error, since the PAC concentration, and therefore the peak reflec

tance, isvery sensitive to temperature. The thickness is also sensitive to temperature vari

ation, because the solvent evaporation rate depends on temperature, but its sensitivity is

less severe than that ofreflectance. The cold plate is set at room temperature which varies

between 20°C and 27°C. It has been verified that the cold plate temperature variation does

not affect the measurements.

7.1.3 The Stepper

The next equipment in line is the 10X reduction GCA stepper, model 6200. It is also

configured to handle 4" wafers, which are loaded in batch mode. The wavelength ofthe

light source is 365 nm (Mine). The 6200 is a fully automated stepper that handles wafers

one at a time. The stepper has an embedded controller that keeps the dose constant

throughout the life of the lamp. The inputs to the stepper are focus and exposure time,

which controls the input dose. The focus is measured in u.m and is adjusted in increments

of 0.5 (im. The exposure time is measured in seconds, and can becontrolled to within

±0.01 second.

7.1.4 The Developer

After the wafer is exposed, itis post-baked on the wafer track and then developed by

the MTI Omnichuck Photoresist Development Station. Like the other two machines, it is

also made to handle 4"wafers and processes one wafer ata time, with the wafers loaded in

batch mode. Up to three liquids can be used in the wet process. The MTI Omnichuck can

therefore serve as adeveloping station as well as aphotoresist stripping station. The

Omnichuck is linked to acomputer where its recipe programs are stored. Although many

parameters can be changed such as the spin speed ofthe chuck, only the development time

has been used in our control scheme. The development time can be controlled in incre

ments of one second.
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Now that the lithography machines have been described, the machines used in our

monitoring scheme will be discussed.

7.1.5 The Photospectrometerfor Reflectanceand Thickness Measurement

The photospectrometer used for collecting reflectance and thickness measurements is

the 210 Nanospec/AFT Film Thickness System, made by Nanometrics. The photospec

trometer is quite accurate when it calculates the resist thickness from reflected interfer

ence patterns. Used for reflectance readings however, its precision is heavily dependent on

the scanning speed and on the number of transparent layers on the wafer. When measuring

a single film of photoresist, the reliability of the Nanospec is acceptable. However, as

described inchapter 2, monitoring photoresist on oxidized wafer requires along scanning

time, in order to obtain reliable measurements. Despite all its limitations, its monitoring

capabilities are sufficient for our control system implemented in the Berkeley Microfabri-

cation Laboratory. Itmust be noted, however, that the experimental error would be signif

icantly reduced, had a better photospectrometer been available.

7.1.6 The Critical Dimension Measurement Computer

Next, the instrument used for measuring CDs is described. The Nanoline IV Critical

Dimension Computer, made by Nanometrics is mainly designed to handle masks, but it

can also handle wafers. This instrument measures the CD by scanning horizontally across

aportion of the wafer. The reflectance plot is then displayed on the computer screen. The

photoresist covered regions have higher reflectance than the restof the wafer. The CD is

then measured at the 35% level of the maximum reflectance, since for our system parame

ters, measurements are least sensitive to defocus at thatparticular threshold. This level can

be adjusted if needed. The Nanoline system also incorporates several other specific pro

grams, such as one that measures the pitch. The reliability of the Nanoline depends

heavily on the type of lens used. We use the strongest lens available (100X) toincrease the

reliability of our data collection. The Nanoline measures the CD in p.m, with astated pre-
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cision of ±0.01 fim. Experimentally, we find that the Nanoline precision is limited to

±0.03 nm.

7.2 Data Collection and Screening

Themeasurement procedure has been described in detail in chapter 2. However, not

all thereadings areused in the model generation system nor in thecontrol system, because

some of the measurements are not representative of the process. Forexample, occasion

ally, the spin-coat and bake equipment leaves streaks on the wafer, because the hot plate

was not baking the wafer evenly. This was duefor example to photoresist scums lefton

the hot plate. The photoresist thickness on the streak is then different from the mean thick

ness on the wafer, and is thus notrepresentative of the general status of the wafer.

Normally, these situations reveal an out of controlcondition, and the machine would

undergo a cleaning and maintenance process where all vacuum sensors would be checked

and all scums removed from the baking plates. Unfortunately, since these situations hap

pen frequendy in the Berkeley Microfabrication Laboratory, it is unfeasible to take the

machine down for maintenance so often.

Therefore, we chose instead toisolate these outliers when we characterize the process.

To that end, we developed the following screening process. During the analysis of, for

example, the thickness measurements, we plotthe range of the thickness measurements in

a range chart [12] (Figure 21). For a sample group of4, the upper control limit of the range

chart is 2.282 R. Any wafer whose range violates that upper control limit is investigated,

and the outlying point is deleted. Notice that we do not discard a data point just because

the range of the results is too big; in order to discount the value ofadata, itmust clearly be

far away from the other data points. This simple algorithm provides a rigorous and robust

way to screen outliers. Once these outlying measurements are casted out, the mean

response of each wafer, whether it is thickness, peak reflectance, or CD, is determined,
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Figure 21 Thickness R-chart (a) hefore rejecting outlying measurements, and (h)
after rejecting outlving measurement,

and entered into the model generation scheme or control scheme, which have been

described in chapter 4 and 5.

7.3 Experimental Results of the Feedback Control Mechanism

Now that the experimental set-up, the monitoring system, the model generation system

and the control system have been described, actual experiments can be discussed. First, we

will evaluate the efficacity ofthe feedback controller, by applying it to the wafer track.

We operated the wafer track for several days and populated ourdatabase with histori

cal data. The first malfunction alarm was generated at wafer #13 (Figure 23): both resist

thickness and peak reflectance went out ofspecs (Figure 26 and Figure 27). The malfunc

tion alarm was investigated and a probable cause of the problem was found to be the

newly installed photoresist dispenser. To verify that the process has indeed been changed

by the new dispensing method, two more wafers were processed. Once the change was
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confirmed, the feedback controller was given achance by the operator to bring the process

back on target. Note that feedback control has not been activated by acontrol alarm as it

typically would have been; feedback control, this time, has been activated by the operator,

after analyzing the malfunction alarm.

The models were then updated by changing their constant terms to adapt to the new

state of the process (point (a) in Figure 24 and Figure 25). Note that only one term can be

updated at this point, since only one recipe change has occurred up to now, or statistically

speaking, only one additional degree of freedom has been added to the set ofexperimental

data. Although our objective is to bring both the thickness and the peak reflectance back to

their initial levels, the optimizer could not find such arecipe using the current equipment

models. Therefore acompromise recipe obtained by minimizing the deviations of the

model predicted thickness and peak reflectance from their previous levels was used. This

new recipe called for aspin speed of4100 RPM, aspin time of30 seconds, abaking tem

perature of 110°C and abaking time of50 seconds. Normally, the baking temperature

should not be changed, since that would change the characteristics of the photoresist.

However, to bring the peak reflectance back to its normal level, i.e, to prove the efficacity

offeedback control, this was needed. In an actual lithography production line, however, it

would have been preferable to bring just the thickness back on target using feedback con

trol while letting the feed-forward controller ofthe stepper correct the peak reflectance
deviation.

Shortly afterwards, another malfunction alarm was generated (Figure 23). The prob

lem was investigated and the cause has been traced to the reference wafer being unusually

dirty. This problem was solved by cleaning the reference wafer. Since this affected our

peak reflectance measurement, we "reset" the peak reflectance updating model algorithm

by eliminating the correction model and starting from scratch. The thickness model, on the

other hand, was allowed to be updated without interruption.
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Figure 26 and Figure 27 show that the updated thickness model reflect the experimen

tal data well, but the updated peak reflectance model does not. This causes acontrol alarm

to be generated (point (b) in Figure 24 and Figure 25) and the models to be adaptively
updated. The new models are:

T, -147*+*J*A 186 jgL-3.78BTI-0.28SPT-^lig!
VSPS BTEVSPS SPS

R =131.5-0.046SPS +0.32SPT-0.17BTE+0.023BTI+5.19.10"5-SPS BTE

-4.34-10-5SPS.SPT-(1.07.10"3.SPT.BTE)+5.1510"6. (SPS)2
-4.11 10"4-SPT-BTI

In these expressions the coefficients that have been updated are shown bold-faced.

From these models anew recipe is generated, calling for aspin speed of4000 RPM, aspin

time of 60 sec, abaking temperature of 113°C, and abaking time of50 sec. The same

remarks concerning the change ofbaking temperature are applicable again. This time, the

updated models allow for arecipe that brings both thickness and peak reflectance to their

original levels. Experimental results have become much closer to the model predicted

results. In fact, considering the models' prediction errors, these experimental results can

be considered on target compared to the model predicted results. Several wafers later a

third malfunction alarm was generated, which was investigated and dismissed as an out

lier. Finally, athird control alarm is generated. This alarm is the result ofadocumented,

continuous drift in the photoresist dispensing mechanism.

In summary, the feedback controller has proven to be very efficient and successful

bringing aprocess back on target. This is largely due to the robustness and accuracy with

which the model update algorithm adapts the wafer track model to the new state of the

process.

in
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7.4 Experimental Results of the Feed-Forward Control Mechanism

Next, we evaluate the efficacity of the feed-forward controller by applying it to the

stepper. The reason why the stepper has been chosen over the developer is because: 1) its

input parameters can be changed simply and accurately; 2) the output is easily monitored;

3) we have an excellent empirical model for the stepper. This model has an adjusted R2 of

94%; and 4) the wafer track that comes before the stepper is noisy and susceptible to large

drifts within a few days. This allows us to simulate the behavior of an industrial machine

in a shorter amount of time.

As done previously in the feedback experiment, we first operated the wafer track and

the stepper using the standard recipes for several days, while passively monitoring the pro

cess. Once enough historical data has been collected, the target peak reflectance was cho

sen to be 87.75%, which was the average output peak reflectance of the historical data.

Then, we let the wafer track run under open loop conditions, while we operated the step

per alternatively under open loop and closed loop conditions. Open loop conditions simply

refer to operating the equipment without any control action, while closed loop conditions

refer to operating itunder feedback and feed-forward control. As noted in chapter 5, the

feed-forward controller needs to be constantly coupled to the feedback controller, because

itrelies heavily on the accuracy of the equipment models which are updated by the feed
back controller.

Using 14 wafers, we divided them into 2 lots of7 wafers after they have been pro

cessed by the wafer track. The first lot was processed using the standard exposure time,

while each wafer ofthe second lot had its own custom recipe, generated by the feed-for

ward controller. Then the wafers were post-baked and the peak reflectance was measured

on each wafer. This experiment was repeated four times over aperiod offour days and the

results are shown in Figure 29.
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The shaded regions correspond to wafers run under open loop conditions, while the

clear regions correspond to wafers run under closed loop conditions. The status of the

resist after exposure has noticeably drifted within those four days. Since the GCA 6200

stepper has an internal feedback control loop that compensates for drifts in light source

intensity, and therefore ensures that the exposure dose stays constant over the life of the

lamp, this observed drift can be attributed to the "aging" of the wafer track. Figure 28

shows more clearly the advantages ofthe feed-forward controller. Under closed loop con

ditions, the standard deviation of the peak reflectance after exposure has been reduced

from 3.4% to 1.7%, while at the same time, the process mean has been kept closer to tar

get: under open loop operation, the average output peak reflectance has drifted away from

87.75% to 84.8%, while under feed-forward control, it stayed around 87.1%. Since the

replication error of the stepper is ±1.08%, 87.1% relative to atarget of 87.75% is consid

ered on target. In summary, the application of feed-forward control results in a much

tighter process response distribution that is well centered on target.
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7.5 Summary

Encouraging experimental results of both feedback and feed-forward controllers have

been presented in this chapter. The feedback controller is very efficient in detecting drifts

and in bringing the process back on target, while the complementing feed-forward control

ler isvery efficient in reducing process variations and in bringing the present workcell

back on target. The combination ofboth controllers has proven to be a powerful tool in

increasing the process capability ofthe lithography sequence.
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Chapter 8 Conclusions

In conclusion, acomplete and fully automated supervisory control system for the pho

tolithography process sequence has been developed in order to control CDs of photoresist

patterns. To understand the big picture, it is best todescribe awafer run under the supervi

sory control system.

After a wafer has been spin-coated and baked, its status is evaluated using robust

metrologies which measure resist thickness and peak reflectance. Thesemeasurements are

then sent via ethernet to the fully automated feedback and feed-forward controllers. The

feedback controller checks that the wafer track is in control. If it is not, it updates the

wafer track equipment model and generates anew recipe so that the next wafer is pro

cessed properly. Meanwhile, the feed-forward controller predicts if the peak reflectance of

the present wafer would be on target, using the current stepper model. If not, the feed-for

ward controller calculates anew exposure time for the present wafer in order to bring it

closer to target, and the wafer gets exposed under that new exposure time. To confirm the

reliability of the stepper model, the status of the present wafer is checked again after the

wafer has been exposed and post-baked. If the stepper model has been unreliable, the

feedback controller updates the stepper model and generates anew recipe to bring the next

wafercloser to target. Meanwhile, that lastreflectance measurement is sent to the devel

oper model which determines if achange in development time is needed. If achange is

needed, the wafer is processed using the new development time. Finally, the CD of the

photoresist pattern is inspected. By this time, most of the process variations that would

have caused CD variations have been eliminated by the supervisory control system. If CD

variations still exist, they are used by the feedback controller to update the developer

model.
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Finally, some words about limitations and caveats of the supervisory control system.

Although the system works very well in the Berkeley Microfabrication Laboratory, the

reader is reminded that the metrology used to measure peak reflectance contains some

weak assumptions and therefore needs to be improved. Another needed improvement isto

enlarge the range ofequipment models, and one way ofachieving that task is to develop

easily measurable process parameters that are related to process parameters used in physi

cal simulators such as SAMPLE [33].
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